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ing the same phase for the unitarity sum of S-
matrix decay amplitudes.

The remaining constraints in Eq. (7), combined
with Eq. (15), impose many additional conditions
on the decay amplitudes (especially for Kz -2n),
which are discussed in the succeeding Letter. '
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We show how the usual phenomenological description of the decays of the K~ and K~
mesons can be derived in a unified manner beginning from a description of the K~ and
KL states as overlapping resonances in a scattering matrix. The unitarity relations for
overlapping resonances in a &PT-invariant (but not CP- or &-invariant) theory play a
crucial role in the discussion, and are treated in detail.

A(Kz mwj I 2)/v 2A(K~ mm I 0) (2)

(through the Watson final-state theorem applied
to K and K decays). It does not enter the stan-
dard discussion of the semileptonic decay modes
of Kl. and Kg at a11.

(a) General formulation. —The Kq and Kz me-
sons are overlapping resonances which decay into
a common set of channels (predominantly, the
2m, 3m, mlv, and wlv channels). If the energy de-
pendence of the background scattering in these

In the preserit paper, we show how the usual
phenomenological description of the decays of the
neutral K mesons K& and KI. can be derived in a
simple, unified manner beginning from a descrip-
tion of the K& and Ki states as overlapping reso-
nances in a scattering matrix. The unitarity re-
lations for the CPT-invariant 8 matrix are found
to play a central role in the discussion of all de-
cay modes of Kz and Kz. In the customary analy-
sis, ' on the other hand, unitarity is used onIy in
the discussion of the CP-nonconserving decays,
to determine the phase of the amplitude ratios

e =A (Kz - n'm, I= 0)/A (Kg —w7t', I= 0)

(through the Bell-Steinberger sum rule" ), and

channels can be neglected in the neighborhood of
the K& and KL masses, the partial-wave S matrix
connecting the relevant channels can be approxi-
mated by the two-pole expression

S(g) g I gS s I gz L
'&-&s (3)

BB~=B~B= 1, (4)

The constant background matrix B describes that
part of the scattering (2s -2m, 37t -3s, etc. ) not
associated with K~ and Kz. $z and $z are the
complex resonance energies for the K& and KI
systems, $ z = m~-i I'z/2 and $z = mz -i 1 z/2. gz
and gz are (constant) column vectors of partial-
width amplitudes gz„g&, for the decay of Kz
and KI into channel c, and hz and h~ are the cor-
responding row vectors which describe the pro-
duction of K& and Kz through those channels. The
usual decay and production amplitudes are relat-
ed to the g's and h's by A (K~ - c) = I'~"'gz„A (Kz
-c)= lz gz. , A(c-K )=I' '"h, A(c-Kz)
= r,"'~„.

The requirement that S be unitary throughout
the K&-Kl region leads to a unitarity relation for
the background matrix B,
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and two vector equations which must be satisfied
by the g's and h's, '

(hs hr. )g L, (hs-'hs)gs= o,
S L

where the + signs refer to the CP eigenva1ues of
the channel states. The h's then assume the
form2

L CL CPT (8)

Note in particular that Asths=gs~Ss,
=gl. gl., and &s AI. =-gs gl. ' These relations
and Eq. (8) can be used to express the unitarity
equations entirely in terms of the decay ampli-
tudes gs' and gg'.

CPT invariance requires that the background
matrix be of the form

++ +—

where B„=B„,8 =8, and 8,= -8,
We will assume in the ensuing discussion that the
background scattering conserves CP, that is, that
CP invariance is violated only by the Ks and Kz
terms in Eq. (3).' In this case, &, and 8, van-

ish, while B„and B are separately unitary
and symmetric. It is rather easy to prove, inde-

pendently of this assumption, that gs~gs is equal
to gr gL, , and that the q~a~tity (igz gL)/($S $L)-
is real':

~gs gL/(ks kr.)'
gs gs=g'r. gr. [I+ Si L 1

The unitarity equations assume a remarkably
simple form when me use these consequences of
CPT invariance:

&hs* = [1+~S~Ln']'"gs-~LngL,

&hL = [I+I'SI'Ln']'"gL-~sngs.

(12)

Note that n is proportional to the inner product
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BhL'-i . s (hL~hs)gs-(hL~hL)gL= 0.
L S

CPT invariance leads to additional relations
among the g's and h's. These assume a simple
form if we choose the channel states to be eigen-
states of CP with eigenvalues +1. We will write

gs and g& in a split notation as

n =~gs-, (I=0)gL- (1=0)/(hs hL)—(14)

This parameter is quite small experimentally
(I'z~ n~ —3&& 10 '). We will therefore replace the
factors [1+1 zI'Ln'] by unity in Eqs. (12) and
(13). We will also drop quantities which are sec-
ond order in the CP nonconservation. The uni-
tarity equations then reduce to the following:

&+4's 4's
&

8'z

+ -8's =Ws I 1.&8 z, (18)

These equations lead immediately to the usual
parametrization of the CP-nonconserving decays
of EL and Es-

gs~gl which describes the overlap of Ks and KI
in the decay channels. The Bell-Steinberger sum
rule' for the Ks and El decays is equivalent in
the case of CPT conservation to the statement
that gz gL =i()s —$L)n, with n=(PLIES) real. If
CP were conserved, with Ks and &z. being CP
eigenstates with eigenvalues +1 and -1, gs and
gl' would vanish. In this limit, gs~gL= 0, + van-
ishes, and there are no connections between the
decays of Es and Kz. It is interesting to note
that the sums of the partial widths I sgs~gs and
I'I.gl. g& for the decays of Ks and EI. given by
Eq. (11)are larger than the total widths I'z and

This characteristic of overlapping reso-
nances has long been recognized. 7

(b) Applications. —The general unitarity equa-
tions can be simplified significantly if we re-
strict our attention to the Es-KL system. We
will use the following information': (i) Ks and
El are very nearly eigenstates of CP with eigen-
values +1 and -1; (ii) mr —mz - I'z/2, I'z/I L
-800; (iii) lgs-. .(1=2)l/lgs ..(&=0)I-0 08;
(iv) the partial decay rates for the semileptonic
decays of EI and Ks and 3m decays of Kl are
comparable; (v) the magnitude of the CP-noncon-
serving 2n decay amplitude of Kz is -2~ 10 ' of
the CP-conserving 2~ decay amplitude of Es.

We first consider the magnitude of the parame-
ter n, ~ n~ =v 2~gs gLI/I' s. We will assume that
the strength of the CP-invariance violation is
small in all channels, specifically, that

~

I'L'"

&&
~

I'L'"gL, ~. It is then easily seen that the only
important contribution to gs~gi arises from the
2n decays of Es and EI in the I= 0 state. If we
retain only this contribution we obtain an expll
cit expression for e,
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K~-2m. —We will assume that the strong-inter-
action background scattering in the en system is
diagonal in the isospin. The phases of the CP-
allowed 2m decay amplitudes of Ks are then de-
termined by Eq. (15),

gs-„(I=o)=~e'"Igs „(I=o)l,

g, „(I=2)=~e"'Igz „(I=o) I,

(19)

(2o)

+ rzo.gz „(I=0),

e""gL,-..'(I=2)=-gr .,(I=2).

(21)

(22)

We have dropped the small I= 2 2w decay ampli-
tude of Kz in writing Eq. (22). Equations (19),
(21), and (22) and the explicit expression for a
given in Eq. (14) are sufficient to determine the
phases of the CP-nonconserving 2n decay ampli-
tudes of K~,

gi-, .(I=O) =~le'"' "lgL,.( =o)I,

g „,(I=2)=+ie' lg'r-, (I=2)I,

(23)

(24)

where 5, and 5, are the strong-interaction phase
shifts for wm scattering in the I= 0 and I= 2 states.
Equations (19) and (20) are of course just the
statement of the Watson final-state interaction
theorem for the CP-allowed 2m decays of Ks.
The dominance of the I=0 2m decay mode of Ks
and the normalization condition in Eq. (11) imply
in addition that Igz „(I=0)I-l, so that gz „(I
—0) —+ergo

The 2m decay amplitudes for Kl are restricted
by Eq. (17),

e""g, „(I=O)= g, „-(I=O)

gS ~ 7tlv & g I ~ 7t. lv (28)

Similarly, Eqs. (17), (18), and (27) determine
the real parts of the CP-nonconserving decay
amplitudes,

F '"RegL „~,'= F '"gs, &, 'Re&, (29)

defined in Eqs. (1) and (2), a=Fr"'gr „,(I=o)/
F,'"g, „(I=O), and ~'= r,'"g, „,(I=2)/[War, »2

xgz „(I=0)]. The results in Eqs. (23) and (24)
determine the phases of e and &,

a=+ye '
I e I, e'=+ie'"2 'o'I e'I, (26)

in agreement with the results of the standard dis-
cussions. ' The amplitude ratios q, =A(Kr

w-'w )/A(K, -w'w ) and q„=A(K~-wow')/A(K,
-w'w ) are given by rl, =a+&, rl»=&-2e as in
the Wu- Yang analysis. '

Equation (21) can also be written in a form
which allows us to relate ~ and n,

a = 2 Re[gr, „,(I= 0)/I"zgz, „(I=0)]
= 2 Rem/(Fzrr)"'. (27)

The magnitudes of c and e are of course not de-
termined by the present considerations.

Semileptonic decays. —The background scatter-
ing in the leptonic channels nlv-mlv, with l an
electron or muon, is electromagnetic or weak;
the background matrix & for the decay of Ks and
Kl. into these channels may therefore by taken as
a unit matrix. We can then conclude from Eqs.
(15) and (16) that the g's for the CP-allowed de-
cays of Ks and Kz, are real,

where
Fs "Regs i, = FI."'gr „&„Re&. (30)

, r, /2S =tan '
mg ms

(25)

It is customary to introduce the amplitude ratios

The decays of E~ and Ks into states with definite
lepton charge are described by linear combina-
tions of the amplitudes for decay into the states
with definite CP,

A(Kr„s w'l'v) = 2 [A'(Kr, s wl v) +A (Kr. , s wl v)].

We note also the expression of the ES=4Q rule in the present formalism,

A'(Kz-wlv)=A (Kr-wlv), A (Kz-wlv)=A'(Kr, -wlv).

(31)

(32)

The charge asymmetry in the decays of Kr and Kz is easily calculated using Eqs. (28)-(31). To lowest
order in the CP-invariance violation,

IA(
IA(Kz s —w l v)I'+IA(Kz s —w'l ~)l' (33)

A failure of the ES =6 Q rule would introduce an extra factor Az'/Ar in Rr, and a factor Az /Az' in

Rs
3w decays. —The unitarity relations for the 3w decays of Kr and Kz, Eqs. (16) and (18), involve inte-

grals of the 3w-3w background amplitude in & and either gr
' or gz

' over the 3w phase space (Dal-
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itz plot), and have not been investigated.
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